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The MUD Kit

y wife is a very creative and skilled decorator while
Between Easter and the Fourth of July, the pumpkins
I, on the other hand, am what is referred to as will get pretty “ripe,” which leads directly into the Fourth
“decorating challenged.” While my
of July holiday. Remove the big cotton
wife is in her glory when planning and decoball, un-stack the pumpkins and add
rating for any holiday season, I never undersome red and blue paint to each. Remove
stand why we put up the decorations only to
the ears of corn and paint them as well.
take them down a short time later. With each
Your pumpkins have now taken on an allnew holiday comes a change in decorations.
American look. While everyone likes fireChange holidays, change decorations. If I
works, some people just can’t wait for the
had the choice between decorating for the
dark and your Fourth of July decoration
holidays and having a kidney stone attack,
is made to order for these folks. Place the
the stone would be in first place all the way.
patriotic colored pumpkins in your lawn,
However, over the years, I have learned
facing your neighbor and stand the ears of
that the house and grounds will be decocorn up as well. Take the golf club and hit
rated for the holidays and I will be a part of
the pumpkins as hard as you can. By this
the joyous event even if my part is mainly
time of the year, the pumpkins will be soft
kicking and screaming. So, after years of
and should explode into small, wet pieces
bucking the trend, this year, I have decided
of colorful flying mush. The effect will be
by John Kasun
to stop resisting and take the offensive. I
very similar to that of a starburst fireworks
have developed what I call the “MUD Kit.” “MUD” stands for display and, better yet, it can be seen in the daylight and no
“Man’s Ultimate Decoration.”
one can get burnt with flying pumpkin mush. When struck,
The MUD Kit is designed to provide one decoration that the ears of corn will explode and will be similar to sparklers.
will service all of the major holidays for a year with only These are especially good if your neighbor has a metal roof,
minor changes for each. The kit is designed so as to never be as the rattling as they hit and slide off will add to the celebrataken down or put into boxes. No storage, no climbing in the tion. Don’t scoff ; remember, Gallagher started this way. Now
attic to drag out or put away boxes, no wires to untangle, no use the big cotton ball to wipe off the golf club, discard the
running to the store for more tiny hooks to hang Christmas cotton ball and place the club in your golf bag. There is nothballs or trying to match tiny light sizes. Sound good? Here’s ing to store, untangle or put away. A year’s worth of original
how it works.
decorations had minimal work at a minimal cost.
The kit comes with three pumpkins: one large, one
The prototype of this decorating kit has been so sucmedium and one small. Also included are spray cans of cessful and well-received that I am now coming out with a
white paint, blue paint and red paint; a black hat; a candle; Deluxe MUD Kit II. The Deluxe MUD II decorating kit will
a turkey feather; two ears of corn; a big ball of cotton and a contain all of the present components but I am adding a
golf club.
large box of extra-heavy aluminum foil for use during the
For Halloween, set the three pumpkins on your porch. Christmas holiday. After putting your snowman in place,
Carve a happy face in the smallest pumpkin and insert the wrap your rain gutters with the foil. The foil will reflect the
candle; that’s it for Halloween. Next comes Thanksgiving. lights your neighbor installs on his home and in his yard.
Stack the pumpkins with the largest on the bottom, the Your home will get the same effect without running up your
medium in the middle and the small happy face on top. electrical bill, completely eliminating dealing with extension
Put the black hat on the head, stick the turkey feather in the cords, tangled wires or burnt-out bulbs.
hatband and lay the ears of corn on the ground in front. You
You might expect to pay up to $49.98 for a decorating kit
now have a pilgrim ready for dinner. Thanksgiving is com- of such quality in a big box store but for a limited time, the
plete. Now for Christmas. Remove the ears of corn but save Deluxe MUD II Kit can be yours for the unheard-of price of
them for later use, remove the turkey feather from the hat $19.99 plus shipping and handling. However, if you order
and paint the pumpkins white. Replace the hat and you now within the next 10 days, we are prepared to include a trebuhave a snowman. If desired, use the feather for a snowman chet (a really fancy French name for a catapult), which will
nose. Christmas decorating is finished. Next comes Easter. allow you to toss the pumpkin of your choice over 100 yards
Remove the black hat and stick the two ears of corn in the during the Fourth of July celebration.
head to look like rabbit ears. Paint the corn white, add the
I just realized that in all these years, I never really knew
big ball of cotton to the butt and voilà, the Easter Bunny. how much fun decorating could be. You know, I think I’m
Easter decorations are complete.
getting into the holiday spirit.
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